
5-26-14-1 2:17 Thirteen questions in the mailbag since last week.

2:54

The products are side projects because we were creating a
water purifier.

Used D-Cell water purifier for 40 years, had the formula for it,

always wanted to create it.

purifier seamlessly.

But, it was to make a 400 lb I-Block water purifier.

People started making it in a factory and started feeling better.

is the liquid coming off the I-Block.

Documented and Good Manufacturing Practices.

Still working with I-Block and Axiom (Living) Water
Original intent was to create good water and good bread to

sustain people, not supplements.

came back.
9:50 It is dangerous to fraud the government from customs duties.

We can only do so much. We can't take care of their health and

their pocket book.

10:27 Email about working class individuals cannot afford products.
Insurance won't pay for a supplement that will work but will

pay for drugs that don't work.

Stores and practitioners want to buy products wholesale so they

can charge high markups. Then, people say they are too
expensive.

This is food that will save your life.

You could change the food you eat.

We are not desperate to sell our products. You can buy them
or not buy them.

13:37

layer.

Each layer has a different pH according to the factory.
Factory has 7 different layers, each with a different pH.

only do one thing.

15:55 Our products will be the new science.
17:45 Today's Blog – Cipro and Magnesium

Came to forefront when there was the anthrax scare.

Cipro's tendency to cause tendon rupture.

Body worker's wife had to go on Cipro. Should she go on
magnesium right away. Yes, absolutely.

Took Cipro for 10 days to treat middle ear infection. After 10 days,

I have strong pains in every tendon, can hardly move, and feel 

depressed.

RnA Drops, Living Water, I-Block

iON interviewed me on PayDay about magnesium.

iON gave us more instructions on how to create the water

I-Block is partly made from barley sprouts, and the RnA Drops

108 generations of RnA Drops

Ginney talked about people who were off their products and

Roxana in Berlin put RnA Drops in clear glass and got stone

RnA Drops is unique. It's hard to define because it doesn't 



Wrote about this in Natural News 3 years ago and magnesium

could treat it.

Fluoride is in Cipro. Makes it stronger and more toxic.

Fluoride binds with magnesium. It makes magnesium deficient

Muscle spasms from lack of magnesium.

Get Magnesium RBC blood test. Go for optimum of 6.0-6.5.

Person with kidney infection and was given Cipro.

After 2 doses was in the emergency room. Conclusion was
allergic reaction. Tendon pain, popping joints, pain. Was barely

able to walk.

Son read angstrom magnesium would help.

In 9 days after magnesium he was able to walk again.
Saw 3 different doctors during this experience, and none could

help.

You want to have a very good magnesium that works and gets

into your cells.
...that ferrets out fluoride.

25:08 His group has asked this. Do you have a sense of the higher

I don't think I can talk about that. It's something legally I can't
talk about.

MMS is a chlorine product.
It is not to be taken lightly.

Will cause oxidation in the body. I'd be taking all the minerals.

½ tsp twice a day is a maintenance dose.

29:07

High blood serum levels of B6 in absence of supplementation.

Possibly could be hidden in some supplements or food.

I recommend high doses of magnesium.
Ionic magnesium is just a charge. It's not the size of the 

molecule.

Can use straight on the area they have the numbness in.

31:10

shoulders for loosening muscles from looking down at her
computer.

32:28

Leaving the receptors at the back of the retina scarred with

blurry vision.

Some alternative doctors will write about flouride, that it's
toxic and dangeorus.

in the body. It makes a compound called magnesium follate

seliate. Brittle compound in the bones and tendons.

meaning as to why iON introduced you to Matthew originally?

Bob talked about how iON worked with Matthew.

MMS and RnA Drops are working together well.

Need more, and you can mix and match your magnesiums.
Sensory neuropathy; numbness.

Also, you could use ReNew on the same places.
Lots of people are using ReMag transdermally for their

neuropathy.

Dr. Carolyn uses ReMag on the top of her spine and on her

Acute multifocal posterior plastoid epitheliapathy



Doctors haven't studied vitamins and minerals. So, they don't

know how to use them to help.
34:35 I'm just sharing knowledge.

Even when I do consulting, I have a wellness practice.

People sign an agreement to that effect.

38:05
Total Biology is what are you avoiding hearing?

40:49 Ionized magnesium levels are low.

Blood pressure gets lower when I supplement with magnesium.
Feel light-headed and sleep with this blood pressure.

nervous system.

Causes low blood pressure and poor circulation.
Slowly increasing magnesium will treat the underlying

autonomic nervous system problem.

42:58 German New Medicine Total Biology is tumor formation 
part of the resolution of the conflict?
Is there a good book you could recommend to understand
the process?

I recommend for people to go to Dr. David Holt at 

Cancer Is Not A Disease; It's a Survival Mechanism by 

44:37 Will the Water of Life be in a drop form to put in your water
or?
Bottles of Water that you drink as any water, but it will
be quite amazing for your body to experience.

45:22 7 year old son with multiple issues
Loses weight often; trouble growing; bone and abdominal
pain. Seizures sometimes.
Weights 37 lbs.

RDA of magnesium

Break that up through the day. Don't give it all at once.

Most they take is 4-5 drops per day.

About ¼ capsule a day

dose.
½ tsp per day for a 30 lb child perhaps

If I had such symptoms, I would try the RnA Drops to start with.

It's an inflammatory disorder. I'd use ReMag as well.

Will the completement formulas help a blocked ear.

I've used a drop of ReMag for my ears.

Magnesium deficiency can cause an underactive autonomic

An absorbable form like ReMag is best.

Biogeneology by Patrick Obissier 

http://turnpointhealth.com To work on the conflict.

Andreas Moritz
When the Body Says No by Gabor Mate

ReMag – look up magnesium for his age and weight

½ tsp ReMag = 150 mg of magnesium

RnA Drops – 1 drop a day and work up 1 drop every week.

ReAline – open a capsule and sprinkle a little in his food

ReLyte – Under 3 it's a third of the dose; under 12 is half a 

http://turnpointhealth.com/


Many symptoms will respond to magnesium.

Overly exposed to pesticides throughout his life, and he's
highly reactive to them.
Begin with a couple of drops a day. One drop is 2.5 mg of
magnesium.

51:07 Unable to find anything why my blood pressure increases
significantly when I take magnesium at the lowest dose.
I don't know what kind of magnesium she is eating.
Magnesium improves my mood, helps me sleep better,
relaxes my body.

Personally, I would get a Magnesium RBC test and see
if my magnesium was optimal.
Read When Magnesium Makes Me Worse Blog.
Read Magnesium book.
Very slowly take magnesium to detox body and build up
magnesium.
Most medications will either block or cause the loss of
magnesium.

54:02
out where the lab is.
You pay $49 to get the test sent to the lab.
Go to the lab to get the blood drawn.

Don't need doctor to write a prescription.
They've dropped the normal rate for Magnesium RBC test.
Top is not even in the optimal range.

RnA Drops are very good for bringing back the appetite.

Thyroid is well supported with ReLyte.

Taking Losartin, a blood pressure drug.

Go to http://requestatest.com and look in your area to find

Results are in your requestatest account.

http://requestatest.com/
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